We hope you enjoy this issue of the Register.
Please feel free to contact us with any
questions or comments.

This newsletter is brought to you by:
Susan Parente
susan.parente@sheridan.com

Working Smarter

Content Management
Software: Open-Source Offers
Viable Solutions
If you're not using content management
software for your publication, one of the
numerous open-source solutions may help you easily get and
maintain control of all your digital content.
Need to Know

Going Green Without Going
into the Red
Publishing practices have traditionally
not been environmentally friendly. That's
changing — and Sheridan can show you
ways that you can reduce your publication's impact without
putting a burden on your bottom line.
Industry Innovation

Quick Response Codes: Little
Gems that Make a Huge
Difference
Learn how this new technology can
inject fun and creativity into your
print publications.
Publisher Solutions

Where Does Your Content
Need to Be Today?
The information explosion has created
huge opportunities for publishers. If
you're keeping up with the latest
technologies and new innovations for presenting your content,
be sure that your printer is, too. Five ways to stay competitive.

Above and Beyond
Sheridan Magazines prides
itself on customer service.
Read how we've recently
gone above and beyond to
ensure the success of a
client.
Where to Meet Us
Mix and mingle with
Sheridan Magazines! Click
here to view our upcoming
event calendar.
Share Your Success
Have you streamlined
processes, blazed new
trails, or figured out how to
do something better or
cheaper? We want to hear
about it!
Send us an email and share
your solution. If we publish
your idea, we’ll send you a
copy of Use This Book, the
“Swiss Army knife of
books,” with our thanks.
With Use This Book, you’ll
never again wonder how to
perform CPR, drive a stick
shift, treat a snakebite,
make chicken soup, set a
table or read a sundial.

Life Savers

Clear the Clutter and Stress
Less
Clutter around your home increases
stress, zaps your energy and makes it
nearly impossible to find what you're
looking for. Here are a few simple tips to help you clear the
clutter.

